
CHAPTER 3
Countermobility

THREAT OFFENSE

Crossing Capabilities and Characteristics

Table 3-1. Threat equipment obstacle crossing capabilit ies and characteristics
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Table 3-2.

Table 2-1

Table 3-2. Threat obstacle breaching equipment
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OBSTACLES

Countermobility Planning
The basic principles of obstacle employment are —

• Support the maneuver commander's plan.
• Integrate with observed fires, existing obstacles, and other reinforcing obstacles.
• Employ in-depth and for surprise.

The supported commander must decide the effort to be used for countermobility and
survivability tasks. Use Figure 3-1 to determine time and/or blade requirements for
antitank ditches versus defilade positions. The following ratios are used in
conjunction with Figure 3-1.

HDP
Ratio: ATD = —— and TDP = ATD (23.5)

40

Where: ATD = antitank ditch in kilometers
TDP = number of turret defilade positions
HDP = number of hull defilade positions

Example 1: You have seven blades and 10 hours of construction time. Your task force
commander needs 20 turret defilade positions (TDP) and 2,000 meters of antitank
ditch. The commander wants to know if you can do the job, and if not, give your
recommendation.

Step 1. Enter Figure 3-1 with the number of blades and time. Find the number of hull
defilade positions by reading the appropriate Iine (interpolate between Iines): HDP =
70 (see dotted Iine Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1. Hull defilade positions graph



Step 2. Using the ratios, convert HDP to ATD and TDP.

HDP 70
ATD = —— = —— = 1.75 km

40 40

TDP = ATD (23.5) = 1.75(23.5) = 41.1 —> 41 positions

Step 3. Using values obtained in steps 1 and 2, construct the following graph (Figure
3-2).

Figure 3-2. Example

Step 4. On the constructed graph, enter 20 (number of TDPs needed) and move
horizontally to the TDP versus ATD Iine. NOW move down to find out how many
meters of ditch you can construct (see dotted lines on sample graph, Figure 3-2):

.9 km = 900M.

Step 5. Inform the task force commander that you can construct the 20 TDPs, but
only 900 meters of ATD. To construct the additional 1,100 meters of ATD, you need
five more blades or 7 more working hours.

NOTE: Here iS a simple method to obtain the additional time or blades required as
stated above.

Additional time needed:

HDP
1.1 km (requirement) —— —> HDP = 40(1.1) = 44 positions

40

Enter Figure 3.1 with seven blades and move horizontally until the 44 HDP iS found
(between HDP 40 and 50) read down for additional time = 6.5 —> 7 hours.

Additional blades needed:

Enter 10 hours (time constraint) on chart. Move up until the 44 HPD iS found
(interpolation required) read number of blades needed on left = 4.5 —> 5 blades.

Example 2: You have 20 blades and 10 hours. How many hull defilade positions can
you construct?

Step 1. Since the number of blades exceed graph range, divide the blades by any
number. For the example use 5.

20
NeW number of blades = — = 4 blades

5

Step 2. Enter 10 hours and the new number of blades in step 1 (4 blades) on the chart
to obtain HDP.

HDP = 40 positions

Step 3. Multiply the HDP found in step 2 (40 HDP) by number used to divide blades in
step 1 (5).

HDP = 40 x 5 = 200 positions

Step 4. You may proceed with step 2 in Example 1 as required.
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Table 3-4. Material and labor requirements for 300-meter sections of various wire entanglementsTable 3-3. Wire and tape entanglement material
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Entanglements. Entanglements are classified according to their use. The quantity of
concertina required can be estimated using the following rules of thumb:

• Conventional deployment along forward edge of battle area (FEBA)(Figure 3-3).
-Tactical wire = (front) x (1.25) x (number of belts).
-Protective wire = (front) x (5) x (number of belts).
-Supplementary wire:

Forward of FEBA (front) x (1.25) x (number of belts).
Rear of FEBA = (2.5) x (unit depth) x (number of belts).

• Base camp defense along perimeter (Figure 3-4).
-Tactical wire = (mean perimeter) x (1.25) x (number of belts).

-Protective wire = (perimeter) x (1.10) x (number of belts).
-Supplementary wire = (mean perimeter) x (1.25) x (number of belts).

Figure 3-4. Perimeter defense wire

Figure 3-3. Schematic layout of barbed wire entanglements

in a defensive area
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• Ensure job site security.
• Organize work party into three equal crews.
• First two crews lay out pickets and third crew installs pickets (open end of U

toward enemy).
• Reorganize party into crews of two to four soldiers.
• Install wire in numerical order as shown in Figure 3-5.
• Avoid having any soldier cut off between the enemy and the fence.
• Ensure that wires are properly secured and tight.

Figure 3-5. Double apron fence
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Triple standard concertina. See Figures 3-6 through 3-8.

• Ensure job site security.
• Organize work party into three crews.
• First crew lays pickets (Figure 3-6).
• Second crew lays out concertina. Place one roll on enemy side at every third

picket and two rolls on friendly side at every third picket.
• Third crew installs all pickets.
• Reorganize party into four-soldier crews.
• Install concertina (Figures 3-7 and 3-8).
• Ensure concertina is properly tied and all horizontal wire properly installed.

Figure 3-6. Triple standard concertina fence

Figure 3-7. Installing concentina
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Four-strand cattle fence. See Figure 3-9.

• Ensure job site security.

Figure 3-8. Joining concentina

• Organize work party into four soldier crews.

• First crew lays out Iong pickets 3 meters (10 feet) apart and second crew installs
pickets.

• Reorganize party into two-soldier teams, one team carries the reel and the other
team makes the ties.

Figure 3-9. Four-strand cattle fence as viewed from the enemy side
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General purpose barbed tape obstacle (GPBTO). The barbed tape (Figure 3-10)
comes in seven modules (20 meters per module) per package. One package contains
140 meters of barbed tape (single belt). The GPBTO may be installed by vehicle or by
individual soldier. It should be installed in three-band belts. Anchor one end and
carry the package along installation path. Gloves should not be worn during
installation since barbs wiII easily penetrate them.

Other wire obstacles. Construction sequence for other wire obstacles should be
from enemy to friendly and from bottom up (Figures 3-11 through 3-14).

Figure 3-11. Tanglefoot

Figure 3-10. General purpose barbed tape obstacle
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Figure 3-12. Knife rest

Figure 3-13. Trestle apron fence

Figure 3-14. Concentina roadblock
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Antivehicular obstacles
Antitank ditches and road craters. See Figure 3-15. Refer to Chapter 6 for specific
details and construction of road craters.

Log cribs. See Figures 3-16 and 3-17 and Table 3-5.

Figure 3-16. Retangular log cribs design

Figure 3-15. Antitank ditches
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Figure 3-17. Triangular log crib

Wall logs requirement - Length = roadway width

Quantity = 120 + 1
D

D = log diameter in inches

Manpower requirement - A 20-foot wide road requires 4 to 8 engineer platoon
hours when equipped with hand-tools.

Table 3-5. Post requirement (post opposing/offset post)
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Abatis. Log hurdles. Log hurdles should be sited at steepest part of slope (Figure 3-19).

Figure 3-18. Abatis

Figure 3-19. Types of log hurdles
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Log/steel post obstacle.

Figure 3-21. Steel hedgehog

Figure 3-20. Post obstacles

Figure 3-22. Steel tetrahedron Figure 3-23. Concrete cubes Figure 3-24. Concrete tetrahedron
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M I N E  W A R F A R E

Minefield Type and Development

Table 3-6. Minefields types and characteristics
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Conventional Minefields
Reports

All minefields are reported by the fastest secure means available and are classified
SECRET when completed. Exact format may be specified by local command SOP.

Intention to lay.

Table 3-7. Report of intention to lay with example

Initiation.

Table 3-8. Report of initiation with example

Progress.

Table 3-9. Report of progress with example
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Completion. See Table 3-10. A completion report should be followed by a minefield
record.

Table 3-10. Report of completion of minefield with example

Transfer. A transfer report IS used when minefield responsibility iStransferred
between commanders. It must be signed by both commanders and include a
certificate stating that receiving commander was shown or informed of all mines
within the zone of responsibility and that the receiving commander takes full
responsibility for all the mines within the zone. The report is sent to the higher
commander who has authority over both relieved and relieving commanders.

Change. A change report iS submitted when any alterations are made to a minefield
for which a completion report and record have been submitted.
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Figure 3-25.
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Row minef ie ld
Development. See Figure 3-26.

Figure 3-26. Row pattern minefield

Logistical requirements.

NUMBER OF MINES AND MINEFIELD ROWS

Step 1. The number of mines required is equal to the desired density times the
minefield front. A 10 percent excess factor is included by multiplying by 1.10.

Density Front

0.5 x 400 x 1.10 = 220 AT

Step 2. The number of AT mines per row is determined by dividing the minefield front
by the spacing interval between AT mines (normally 6 meters between mines).

400 meters ÷ 6 meters = 66.6 AT mines per row

NOTE: The resulting number is rounded DOWN to the nearest whole number.

66.6 becomes 66 AT mines per row

Step 3. The number of rows needed in the minefield is equal to the number of AT
mines required (step 1 ) divided by the number of AT mines per row (step 2). The
resulting number is rounded UP to the nearest whole number.

220 AT mines ÷ 66 AT mines per row = 3.3 rounded UP to 4 rows

NUMBER OF TRUCKLOADS

The number of truckloads required for minefield emplacement depends on the type
and quantity of mines and vehicular carrying capacity. See Table 3-13 (page 3-26).

The number of truckloads required iS equal to the total number of AT mines divided
by the truck's capacity. In this example, 5-ton dump trucks are used.

220 ÷ 204 = 1.08, rounded UP to the next higher whole number = 2 truckloads
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Recording. See Figures 3-32 through 3-37 (pages 3-27 througth 3-32).

Standard pattern minefields
Development. See Figures 3-27 througth 3-31 (pages 3-21 througth 3-24).

Figure 3-28. Mine cluster characteristics

Figure 3-27. Standard pattern minefield
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Figure 3-29. Irregular outer edge characteristics
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Figure 3-30. Minefield row and strip characteristics
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Figure 3-31. Tripwire employment
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Organization.

Table 3-11. Platoon organization for standard pattern minefield
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Logistical requirements. See Table 3-12 for barbed wire and picket requirements
and Table 3-13 for truck capacity for carrying mines.

STANDARD OBSTACLE MFJ (CONVENTIONAL MINES)

Density .5 - .5 - .0 mines per meter of front
Type J1 J2 J3 J4 J5

Length (meters) 100 200 300 400 500
Numer of mines
AT 69 136 203 270 337
APF 69 136 203 270 337
Man-hours 32 62 92 122 152
(experienced)
Man-hours 48 93 138 183 228
(inexperienced)

STANDARD OBSTACLE MFK (CONVENTIONAL MINES)

Density
Type

Length (meters)
Numer of mines
AT
APF
APB
Man-hours
(experienced)
Man-hours
(inexperienced)

1
K1
100

124
124
124
66

99

- 1 - 1 mines per meter of front
K2 K3 K4 K5

200 300 400 500

246 368 490 612
246 368 490 612
246 368 490 612
130 194 258 322

195 291 387 483

NOTES: For MFJ and MFK standard obstacle minefields
1. Minefield iS laid in a standard pattern with an irregular outer edge.
2. Minefield depth iS 100 meters.

Table 3-12. Barbed wire and picket requirements for

standard pattern minefields

Table 3-13. Truck capacity for carrying mines
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Recording The Department of the Army (DA) Form 1355 is used to record all conventional

minefields except hasty protective minefields (Figures 3-32 through 3-37).

DA Form 1355
Figure 3-32. Standard detailed minefield record (DA Form 1355) (front)
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ENEMY NORTH
MAGNETIC

DA Form 1355
Figure 3-33. Standard detailed minefield record (DA Form 1355) (back)
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DA Form 1355

Figure 3-34. Record of point minefield with minimum information (DA Form 1355) (front)
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DA Form 1355

Figure 3-35. Record of point minefield with minimum information (DA Form 1355) (back)
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DA Form 1355

Figure 3-36. Record of mines emplaced in ford deeper than 0.6 meter (front)
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DA Form 1355

Figure 3-37 Record of mines emplaced in ford deeper than 0.6 meter (back)
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Minefield markings

Marking sets. The hand emplaced minefield marking set (HEMMS) is capable of
marking 700 to 1,000 meters and is normally used for temporary marking The US
No. 2 minefield marking set iS capable of marking 400 meters per set and is used to
replace HEMMS if the minefield is to be left in place for more than 15 days.

Marking procedures. Minefields are normally marked to prevent friendly personnel
from accidentally entering the minefield. Figures 3-38 through 3-40 represent

typical markings and marked minefield perimeters and lanes. Scatterable minefields
will be marked to the maximum extent possible to protect friendly troops. The same
marking procedures for conventional minefield will be used. Marking requirements
are shown in Table 3-15 (page 3-37)

Figure 3-38. Standard marking signs

Figure 3-39. Minefield marking fence
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Scatterable Minefields
Standard scatterable minefield

STANDARD OBSTACLE  MFG  (GEMSS SCATTERABLE  MINES)

ANTITANK MFGT
ANTIPERSONNEL MFGP
MIXED MFGM
Width 60 meters
Lenqth (meters) (If every mine
of a maximurn 800 mine load IS

dispensed.) NOTE: Length of 13,333 2,666 1,904 1,333
minefield may be doubled when

a width of 30 meters is used.

Density (mines/M2) .001 005 .007 .01

Effort (squad hours) 2.24 .45 32 .22

STANDARD OBSTACLE MFH (M56 SCATTERABLE MINES)

Width 20 meters
Length (meters) 1,600
Area density (mines/M2) .005
Linear   density (mines/M) . 1
Time 1 to 3 minutes

533

.025

.09

800
.01
. 2

Figure 3-40. Standard lane markings
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 1

2

3

STANDARD OBSTACLE MFAF (GATOR SCATTERABLE MINES)

Area of minefield is dependent upon the speed and altitude of the aircraft
Normal size is 650 x 200 meters.
Density is dependent upon the number of canisters that are dropped As the
system is used primarily for interdiction minefields, somewhat lower than
normal densities (0.001 mines/M2) are normally  planned.

Each canister (bomblet)contains 72AT and 22 AP mines Up to six canisters may
be mounted on each aircraft.

STANDARD OBSTACLE MFM (MOPMS SCATTERABLE MINES)

Area Number of Mines Density (Mines/M2

Semicircle, 35-meter radius 21 .01

STANDARD OBSTACLE MFA (ADAM RAAMS SCATTERABLE MINES)

Aiming points

Table 3-14 Estimated aiming points

NOTES: 1. Chart based on 12,000-meter  range
2. Depth RAAMS 400 meters (high angle)

RAAMS 200 meters (low angle)
ADAM 400 meters (high/low angle)

3. BMA - less than or equal to 800 Mil
See FM 6-20 for exact aiming point requirements.
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MFAT
RAAMS (high angle)
400 x 400 merers coverage
Purpose

Harass enemy

Covered by heavy,

direct fire
Covered by light,

direct fire
MFAT

RAAMS (low angle)

200 x 200 meters coverage
Purpose

Harass enemy

Covered by heavy,
direct fire
Covered by light,
direct fire

MFAP
ADAM
400 x 400 meters coverage
Purpose

Harass enemy

Covered by heavy,
direct fire

Covered by light,
direct fire

Area Density Number of Rounds
Per Aim Point

.001 24

.002 48

.004 96

Area Density Number of Rounds
Per Aim Point

.001 6

.002 12

.004 24

Area Density Number of Rounds

Per Aim Point

.0005 3

.001 6

.002 12



Table 3-15. Scatterable minefield marking requirements

NOTE: Ground emplaced mines-mark prior to laying

Recording

Figure 3-41. Scatterable minefield report and record, with example

Marking

Air emplaced mines - not marked
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Table 3-16. US antipersonnel mines

US Mines and Fuzes
See Table 3-16 through 3-18
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Table 3-16. US antipersonnel mines (continued)
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Table 3-17. US antitank mines
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Table 3-17. US antitank mines (continued)
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Table 3-17. US antitank mines (continued)
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Table 3-17. US antitank mines (continued)
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3-44

Table 3-18. Firing devices and trip flare



Table 3-18. Firing devices and trip flare (continued)
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Table 3-18. Firing devices and trip flare (continued)
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T a b l e  3 - 1 8 .  F i r i n g  d e v i c e s  a n d  t r i p  f l a r e  ( c o n t i n u e d )
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NOTE: M = Mobility Kill

Scatterable Mine Characteristics

Table 3-19. Scatterable mine characteristics

K = Crew Kill

CAUTION

1. Antipersonnel tripwire may not deploy properly if mines land in mud or snow.
2. Mine antihandling devices may cause premature destruction of mines if placed on snow.
3. Mine self destruct times are classified CONFIDENTIAL and are available through unit.
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EXPEDIENT MINES

Improvised mine construction must consider safety, neutralization, and disarming through 3-54) provide design and function guidance for expedient mines. The actual
requirements. Authorization of employment depends on the minefield in which the construction may depend on material availability.
mine is to be used (Table 3-7, page 3-17). Figures 3-42 through 3-49 (pages 3-49

Figure 3-42 High explosive artil lery shell AT mine

with three different firing systems
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Figure 3-43. Grapeshot AP mine
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Figure 3-44. Plate charge expedient mine
Figure 3-45. Improvised claymore mine
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Figure 3-46. Fragmentation grenade mine (5 second delay)

Figure 3-47. Barbed wire expedient mine
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Figure 3-48. Improvised flame mines
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Expedient Firing Devices

Figure 3-49. Expedient firing devices
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